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Abstract: In behavior based robotics, development of behavior coordination method is very important. Fuzzy Behavior
Coordination (FBC) can be used here, but it still have weaknesses, because it can result in slow robot movement, too
long time to reach the target and fail to avoid trap. In this paper, modification of FBC, by combining it with
Subsumption Architecture, is proposed to overcome those weaknesses. The simulation result shows that MFBC give the
faster robot movement and decrease the amount of time to reach the target.
Keywords: behavior-based robotics, behavior coordination, fuzzy logic
action. It results in a smoother response and more
accurate robot movement. In the other hand, this method
is more complex than competitive method. The
complete list of behavior coordination method can be
found in [6].
Another cooperative method is by using Fuzzy
Logic as tool for coordinate the behaviors. There are
many approaches to apply Fuzzy Behavior Based
Control. Abreu [7] uses fuzzy behavior arbitration that
combines some behaviors in its defuzzyfication process
to control autonomous vehicle. Thongchai [8] use fuzzy
to process each behavior, but use priority based
arbitration to combine its behaviors. Saffiotti [9] suggest
“context dependent blending” to improve ordinary
Fuzzy Logic weakness because of behaviors conflict.
Perez [10] has the idea to blend the cooperative and
competitive method by using some linear equations to
control an underwater robot. In this paper, other idea to
blend those methods is proposed by blend fuzzy
behavior based control (that has been mentioned above)
with priority based one. By using this combination,
performance of autonomous mobile robot navigation
will be improved.

1. INTRODUCTION
Robot architecture that had been developed in early
days is deliberative architecture. The robot senses its
environment, “thinks” by creating a world model, and
after that robot will act. This approach has these
disadvantages : planning process (world modelling)
takes a long time, no direct relationship between sensor
and actuator, and a very sophisticated controller is
needed [1]. To overcome them, Brooks [2] suggest
reactive architecture (sometimes called behavior based
architecture). In this approach, we do not need a world
model mathematically. The real environment is the only
model which needed by robot. Another advantage is all
behaviors run in parallel, simultaneous, and
asynchronous way. So the sophisticated controller isn’t
need anymore, and it can be replaced with a small-low
cost microcontroller [3].
In behavior based architecture, the problem will
arise when there are many behaviors in a robot. So it has
to decide which behavior will be executed at one time.
Because of that, robot must have behavior coordinator
(sometimes called arbiter). First approach that is also
suggested by Brooks [2] is Subsumption Architecture
that can be classified as competitive method. In this
method, at one time, there is only one behavior that
applied in robot. It is very simple method and it gives
the fast performance result, but it has disavantage of
non-smooth response and inaccuracy in robot
movement.
To overcome competitive method weakness, Arkin
[4, 5] suggest Potential Fields Method that can be
classified as cooperative method. In this method, at one
time, there can be more than one behavior that applied
in robot, so every behavior has contribution in robot’s

2. BEHAVIOR COORDINATION METHODS
In behavior based robotics approach, methods pf
behavior coordination are significant. The designer
needs to know how robot coordinate its behaviors and
take the action in the real world. There are two
approaches : competitive and cooperative. In
competitive method, at one time, there is only one
behavior that applied in robot. The first suggestion in
this class is Subsumption Architecture that suggested by
Brooks [2]. This method divides behaviors to many
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levels, where the higher level behavior have higher
priorities too. So it can subsume the lower level ones.
The layered control system figure is given below.

is more complex. It also can result in slow movement, it
needs long time to reach the target and it may fail to
avoid trap.
Another cooperative method is by using Fuzzy
Logic as tool to combine the behaviors. After input from
sensor is fuzzified, then it will be processed in rule base
with other fuzzified input. Rule base represent the
behavior. Defuzzification process will combine the
behaviors (Abreu, 1999). The scheme of fuzzy behavior
coordination is shown below.

Fig. 1 Layered control system [1]
The example of behavior coordination that using
Subsumption This architecture can be seen below.

Fig. 4 Scheme of fuzzy behavior coordination
In this paper, modification of fuzzy behavior
coordinator above is proposed to overcome weaknesses
that mentioned above. It will be done by combine the
original one with priority based method in order to get
the faster performance when the robot found the target.
There will be a switching mechanism between those two
methods. The switching is happened when the target is
close and the obstacle is far enough from the robot. The
complete scheme of modified fuzzy behavior
coordination is shown below.

Fig. 2 Subsumption architecture example for navigation
The method above is very simple and fast, but it still has
disavantage of non-smooth response and inaccuracy in
robot movement.
The cooperative method overcomes these weakness.
In this method, at one time, there can be more than one
behavior that applied in robot, so every behavior have
contribution in robot’s action. Arkin [4] suggest the
potential fields method, which every object will be
described as vector that have magnitude and direction.
The result behavior is mixing between each behavior.
The motor scheme for this method appear in the figure
below.

Fig. 5 Scheme of modified fuzzy behavior coordination

3. BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION
3.1 Behaviors in Subsumption Architecture
There are some behaviors that robot should have in
order to succeed in autonomous navigation. They are :
• Obstacle avoidance
• Search the target
• Wandering
The scheme of these architecture can be seen on
Figure 2.
“Wandering” behavior is the lowest level behavior (in
Subsumption Architecure) that will move the robot all
around the arena in order to find the target. If the robot
sees the obstacles, then it will avoid them because of
presence of “obstacle avoidance” behavior. And then
when the robot find the target (a light source), it will
move closer to the robot. After the distance is close
enough, then the robot will stop.

Fig. 3 Motor schema for potential field method [4]
This method results in a smoother response and more
accurate robot movement. In the other hand, this method
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Table 3 Rule base 3 for left motor

3.2 Fuzzy Behaviors
Behaviors that use in Fuzzy Behavior (FB) dan
Modified Fuzzy Behavior (MFB) are almost same. Here
are the description of them.

Right L.S.
Left L.S.
S
M
B

3.2.1. Obstacle Avoidance Behavior
Robot uses two distance sensors (which is put in left
and right). Here are the triangular membership function
(MF) for the sensor (their configuration are same). They
can be divide to : small, medium, and big.
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When Modified Fuzzy Behavior Coordination is applied
in robot, this fuzzy behavior won’t be used. It will use
the ordinary one.

Those MF of two sensors will be combine by a rule base
of left & right motor. The rule bases are not the same,
but one is mirror of the other. Here are the rule bases for
them.
Table 1 Rule base 1 for left motor
S

M

Table 4 Rule base 4 for right motor

Fig. 6 Membership function of distance sensors
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Robot used here has two distance sensors and two
light sensors. It only uses two motors. The complete
parts of robot can be shown below.

Table 2 Rule base 2 for right motor
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Fig. 8 Robot used in simulation
Webbots 5.5.2 software from Cyberbotics has been used
to simulate and test the performance of robot.
Simulations that has been done will observe the
performance of these three behavior coordination
methods :
1. Subsumption Architecture (SA)
2. Fuzzy Behavior Coordinator (FBC)
3. Modified Fuzzy Behavior Coordinator
(MFBC)
The simulation will measure how many time that robot
used to reach the target, the performance of robot
movement that can be seen by the robot’s trajectory, and
how well robot in avoid obstacle.

3.2.2. Search Target Behavior
Robot uses two light sensors (which is put in left and
right). Here are the triangular membership function
(MF) for the sensor (their configuration are same). They
can be divide as : small, medium, and big.

Fig. 7 Membership function of light sensors

4.1 Target reaching simulation
This simulation will be done to measure how
many times that needed by robot to travel from the start
position until the target is found. There are three start
positions in the arena, that can be seen in figure below.

Those MF of two sensors will be combine by a rule base
of left & right motor. The rule bases are not the same,
but one is mirror of the other. Here are the rule bases for
them.
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From the figure we can see that SA gives a sharp turn of
robot. Look at the circle with the dash-line. This sharp
turn happened because of the immediate change in
robot’s behavior. It has to switch from one behavior to
another directly. So it make the robot’s movement are
little bit rough, although it gives faster movement than
another approach.
While the simulation figure of robot with FBC can be
seen below.
Fig. 9 Arena for the simulations
Each simulation have been done 5 times, and the best
result is shown in table below.
Table 5 Target reaching test result
Pos Start position
Time to reach target (minutes)
of Robot
SA
FBC
MFBC
(x,y,z,teta)
1 (-0.41, 0, 0.43, Reach in Reach in Reach in
2.03)
1:09 m
0:24 m
0:11 m
2 (0.42, 0, 0.41, Reach in Reach in Reach in
0.93)
1:05 m
0:13 m
0:13 m
3 (-0.41, 0,-0.42, Reach in Reach in Reach in
4.13)
1:45 m
1:21 m
0:29 m

Fig. 10 Movement performance simulation result for
robot uses FBC
From the figure above we can see that FBC gives
smoother response, slighter turn. Once again, it is
marked by the circle with the dash-line. This is
happened because fuzzy process that mix all robot’s
behavior. So there is no immediate change between
behaviors. In overall, robot movement is very smooth
but it give the slowest motion.
The last simulation that has been done is with MFBC
robot. The simulation figure is shown below.

From the table we can see that SA needs most time
(1:09 m, 1:05 m, 1:45 m) to reach target from each
position. It is happened because SA is a competitive
coordinator type , so there is a chance to ignore the
search target behavior when other behavior is active.
The rough response from the robot can increase the
time to reach target. FBC gives better result because
evary behavior gives contribution in robot’s decision
making. But it tends to give slow result, because every
behavior will processed in fuzzy inference engine.
MFBC come with a fastest result, because the search
target behavior is not a fuzzy behavior, and it considers
as more important behavior than other.
4.2 Movement Performance Simulation
In this simulation, robot’s trajectory will be observed
in order to understand robot’s movement. Here are the
simulation figure of robot with SA.

Fig. 11 Movement performance simulation result for
robot uses MFBC
The MFBC robot do not give smoothest reponse (just
like FBC),but it is much more smoother than the SA.
Look at circle with the dash-line in the figure. The other
important feature is it usually gives faster response than
MFBC. This happened because the MFBC actually is
combination between SA and FBC.

Fig. 9 Movement performance simulation result for
robot uses SA
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4.3 Trap Simulation
The last simulation that will be held here is called
“trap simulation”. The robot will be put into the “trap”
to see how good their performance to escape from the
trap. Here is the result figure.

Fig. 12 Trap performance simulation result
From the figure we can see that SA give better
performance in escaping from the trap. SA robot
succeed to escape, but FBC and MFBC robot are failed
during the simulation. Both of them are trapped.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a modification of fuzzy
behavior coordination in navigation system of
autonomous mobile robot. From the simulations result,
it can be concluded that MFBC give fastest result (1:09
m, 1:05 m, 1:45 m) than SA and FBC in reaching the
target from various position. It also gives smoother
response (than FBC) and faster performance (than SA),
so MFBC is a good way to compromize those
approaches.
In the other hand, MFBC is still can not improve
FBC robot performance to avoid the trap (difficult
combination of obstacle). In the future, the
improvement is needed to fix this weakness. The
addition of learning capability to the robot will be good
too, because it can make reaching target process faster.
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